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Got this Second Edition at a great deal. This edition still has the old CD for registration, which I don't

believe works any longer. The print and font are just the right size. The binding is sewn and

sturdy.The derivation of words is easy to read and understand, complete with a 'how to use the

dictionary' section at the front.The thumb index and finding words with the guide words atop each

page makes for fast look-up.Recommended.

I previously used Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, Eleventh Edition religiously. A couple of

weeks ago, they did not have a word that I was looking for. That's when I decided that it was time

for a change.Oxford always had a good reputation for refrence books. I can see why. This book has

many more listings. The only thing about this dictionary that I am disappointed with is that it does

not have thumb tabs. I find those helpful to have in a dictionary.

I hope hardback is the only option! This is a full dictionary in a font that you can read without a

magnifying glass. Many people only use the computer to check words, but having a dictionary in the

house is vital for when you have a quick question and the computer is not on or the internet is down

or you want more than a two sentence definition fast. This book is a gem for scrabble lovers (the

scrabble dictionary sucks and is missing too many words). Definitions are well put and it includes

history of many words and an occasional drawing. The only dictionary if you are an American word

snob in my opinion; my editor friends agree.

This is the paper version of the dictionary included in Mac OS X. I use the built-in one the most, but

like to grab this one when away from the computer. Sometimes paper is better on the eyes too.What

I like most about this dictionary is the succinct definitions. They are easy to understand and don't

send me on a word hunt with definitions that require definitions--explain the explanation

syndrome.What I like least is the weight. It's paper and there are a lot of definitions in it, so it is



bound to be heavy. The hard-cover keeps it together pretty well.This is a great dictionary than I can

definitely recommend.

This is a great dictionary. I love it because I have referred to it many times since purchasing it and

have always found the answers to what I am looking for. It has helped me with game show

questions, crossword puzzles and word debates between my husband and I. It is so much more

than just a dictionary. The only reason I did not rate this dictionary a "5" is because of it's size. It is

quite large and bulky, but then again, if it wasn't - it might not contain all the answers I was

searching for. This is truly an informative book which I would highly recommend.

NOAD is the best single-volume American English dictionary I know. In my opinion, the best

single-volume dictionary of the English language is the British dictionary entitled Collins English

Dictionary in Color.I have over ten abridged desk monolingual dictionaries; NOAD stands out in my

shelf altogether with Collins followed by The American Heritage.NOAD impresses because of its

contextual examples. They are based on a corpus incorporating over a hundred millions words. The

best dictionaries support on linguistics corpus because they use natural examples that bring English

to "life". That is, this corpus has millions of sentences extracted from authentic spoken and written

language.According to the official Oxford site, all their dictionaries are based on huge linguistics

corpus -- over one billion occurrences.If you are interested, however, in purchasing the best

unabridged dictionaries for a reasonable price; I would recommend the "Webster's New Third

International Dictionary" and "The Compact Oxford English Dictionary", 1991 -- the most

authoritative sources of the English language.

Disclaimer: I have not read this entire book ;-)This is a great dictionary and if you want a _real_

dictionary that you can put on a PDA then the combined package is a terrific deal.However... I

bought this in large part for the software. I saw a version of this dictionary for MobiPocket at $60 that

I wanted to use to look up words while reading eBooks. That seemed pretty steep. Then I found this.

"Terrific", I thought.Unfortunately, the software does _not_ integrate with MobiPocket as the $60

version presumably does.Still, the software works well on its own, and I'm glad to have it.

However... There are some entries missing from the electronic version, such as "Saturn". The

definitions also suffer regular errors, such as the fact that alternative word forms are always run

together with no space in between. In addition, the hyperlinks don't work. The application has also

crashed once or twice and required a reboot of my device to get it to run again. (The device itself did



not crash). The foregoing applies to Version 1.0 running on PocketPC 6.0.The print dictionary is a

little disappointing at first glance. It _does not_ include the word "euhemerism" and related words

which _are_ included in my 1987 copy of "The Random House Dictionary of the English Language,

2nd Ed., Unabridged". Sure it's an oddball word. I don't buy a dictionary to look up words like "car"

and "dog". So I won't be able to get rid of my old dictionary, but it did include every other oddball

word I tried so I won't have to get too much exercize getting out of my chair and power-lifting

another huge dictionary.Despite the drawbacks, he book is of good quality (acid-free paper and all),

contains a huge number of definitions, includes a PDA version far more complete than anything else

I'm aware of, and the combination is a bargain at this price.
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